
Fitting and Care 
 
LaceIT™ LSO Products 
(301 Corset LSO, 401 LSO, X641 LSO, X650 LSO) 
 
Place handles as close to the closing system as possible.  Be sure handles are next to the closing 
system.  Stand holding product side panels parallel to floor.  Pull outward to fully extend cord. 
 
Position the LSO around the body, making sure the closing system is centered on the spine.  
Supports holding the closing system must be equally spaced on each side of the spine.  Adjust 
up or down along the spine to determine the best support location. 
 
Once location is determined, pull slightly outward on the side panels of the LSO to maximize an 
open position before using the fabric fasteners to close the front, right over left. 
 
User Tips 
 

• Pull handles only slightly at first until you get used to the power. 
• Tighten to stand, loosen to sit.  User controls the tension. 
• Pulling in stomach and muscles before tightening makes pulling handles easier. 
• Do not wear tight for long periods of time unless instructed by physician. 
• The product was designed to enable adjustment throughout the day to provide more or 

less support as needed. 
• To disconnect closing system, simply pull closing system away from fabric fastener.  

Attach closing system by placing closing system on fabric fastener. 
 
Care Instructions 
 
Remove closing system from side panels.  Hand wash in cool water with mild soap.  Thoroughly 
rinse and blot excess water from support with a clean towel.  Air dry away from the sun. 
 
 
Attachments 
 
LaceIT™ Solid Posterior Frame 
 
Lift up the elastic straps located on the inside posterior portion of the LSO. 
Position the LSO around the outside portion of the Solid Posterior Frame, making sure the LSO 
superior edge is facing up. 
 
Align the LSO elastic straps over the Solid Posterior Frame alignment tabs, and secure the LSO 
by sliding the elastic straps through the Solid Posterior Frame tabs. 
  


